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List of Abbreviations
Explanation

A2A

Administration to Administration

A2B

Administration to Business

A2C

Administration to Consumer

ABB

Architectural Building Block

AP

Access Point. Provides a gateway to the network of e-Delivery currently operational
within the eProcurement domain

AS2

Applicability Statement 2

AS4

Applicability Statement 4

ASiC

Associated Signature Containers

AVCpass

Authority Virtual Company passport (the Italian national implementation of the VCD)
https://servizi.avcp.it/portal/classic/Servizi/AVCpass

B2B

Business to Business

B2G

Business to Government

BB

Building Block

BIC

Bank Identifier Code

BR

Business Requirement

C2B

Consumer to Business

CA

Contracting Authority

CAdES

CMS Advanced Electronic Signatures (CMS stands for Cryptographic Message Syntax)

CC

Comptence Cluster

CEMS

Criteria-Evidence Mapping Service

CEN BII
CI
DG CONNECT
DG EMPL

European Committee for Standardization - Business Interoperability Interfaces
Competent Institution
Directorate General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology
Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities

DG MARKT
DG SANCO

Internal Market and Services Directorate General
Directorate General for Health and Consumers

DIGIT

Directorate General for Informatics

DSS

Digital Signature Services (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/osor/news/europeancommission-updates-tools-creating-and-validating-e-signatures)

EAPO

European Account Preservation Order
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Explanation

ebCore

ebXML Core (ebXML: Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language)

ebMS3
EC

Oasis ebXML Messaging Services Specification v3.0
European Commission

eCERTIS

Information system that helps European companies identify the different certificates and
attestations frequently requested in procurement procedures across the 27 EU Member
States, two Candidate Countries (Turkey and Croatia) and the three EEA countries
(Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway).

eCl@ss

A hierarchical system for grouping materials, products and services according to a logical
structure with a level detail that corresponds to the product-specific properties that can
be described using norm-conforming properties (http://www.eclass.de/).

e-CODEX

e-justice Communication via Online Data Exchange. (e-CODEX is an EU co-funded project
under the ICT PSP, http://www.e-codex.eu/home.html)

e-Delivery

Delivery solution enabling the approval and sending of electronic documents – in every
case across borders

eDocument

Electronic document

EEA

European Economic Area

EESSI

Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information
(http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=869)

EHIC

The European Health Insurance Card is a portable document, which proves the
entitlement to necessary healthcare while on a temporary stay abroad (as far as the end
date is not expired).

eHN

eHealth Network

EHR

Electronic Healthcare Record

eID

electronic identity solution enabling the unique identification of a citizen or business
online

ENED

ENED is a network of European Partners, aiming at servicing both European citizens,
applying for health care in a fellow Member state, during their temporary stay and their
health care provider. (http://www.ened.eu/)

EO

Economic Operator

epSOS

European Patients Smart Open Services.

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

e-SENS

Electronic Simple European Networked Services

eSignature

electronic signature solution enabling the signing of documents online

eTEG

Expert group on eTendering (http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/eprocurement/expert/index_en.htm)

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union

EVS

European VCD Service
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Explanation

F2F

Face to face

FWA

Framework Agreement

G5.x-UCy-GoalNo

Codification of goals in a “Pilot blueprint” description is based on the following format:
“G5.x-UCy-GoalNo ”, where G means Goal, 5.x is the domain code, UC means Use Case, y
is the use case code within the domain and GoalNo = 1, 2, 3 etc.

GE

Generic Requirement

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HBB

High Level BB

HCER

Healthcare Encounter Report

HCP

Health Care Provider

HIO

Health Insurance Organization.

HP

Healthcare Professional

IBAN

International Bank Account Number

ID

Identification code

ISA

Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations Programme,
http://ec.europa.eu/isa/.

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

IT

Information Technology

KE5.x-UCyExampleNo

Codification of Key examples in a “Pilot blueprint” description is based on the following
format: “KE5.x-UCy-ExampleNo ”, where KE means Key Example, 5.x is the domain code,
UC means Use Case, y is the use case code within the domain and ExampleNo = 1, 2, 3
etc.

LR

Legal Requirement

LSP

Large Scale Pilot

MS

Member State

NACE

European Community Economic Activities Statistical Classification

NAP

National Access Point (EESSI)

NCP

National Contact Points

OCD

Omnifarious Container Format for eDocuments

OCR

Optical Character Recognition

ODF

Open Document Format

OWL

Web Ontology Language

PAdES

PDF Advanced Electronic Signatures

PD

Portable Document
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Explanation

PDF

Portable Document Format

PDF-A

ISO-standardized version of the PDF specialized for the digital preservation of electronic
documents

PEPPOL

Pan-European Public Procurement Online

PEPPOL BIS

PEPPOL Business Interoperability Specifications (http://www.peppol.eu/ressourcelibrary/technical-specifications/post-award/release-candidate)

PIANOo

The Dutch public procurement expertise center (http://ww.pianoo.nl/about-pianoo)

PKI

Public-Key Infrastructure

PN

Piloting Nation

PoC

Point of Care

PRC

In case the individual in need of medical assistance is not in possession of his European
Health Insurance Card, she can alternatively present a Provisional Replacement Certificate
that is usually sent by fax or e-mail without authentication means by the relevant home
health insurance organization. This certificate is equivalent to the EHIC and entitles the
patient to the same treatment and reimbursement of benefits.

PSC

Point of Single Contact

R5.x-UCyRequirementNo

Codification of requirements in a “Pilot blueprint” description is based on the following
format: “R5.x-UCy-RequirementNo ”, where R means Requirement, 5.x is the domain
code, UC means Use Case, y is the use case code within the domain and RequirementNo =
1, 2, 3 etc.

RDF

Resource Description Framework

REM

Registered Electronic Mail

SCR

Smart Card Reader

SED

Structured Electronic Document

SEPA

Single EURO Payment Area

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

SML

Service Metadata Locator

SMP

Service Metadata Publisher

SPOCS

Simple Procedures Online for Cross- Border Services

STORK

Secure Identity Across Borders Linked
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Tenders Electronic Daily [http://ted.europa.eu/TED/misc/chooseLanguage.do]
TED

TED is the online version of the 'Supplement to the Official Journal of the European
Union', dedicated to European public procurement. It provides free access to public
procurement notices from the European Union, the European Economic Area and
beyond.
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Explanation

TOGAF

An Enterprise Architecture Framework that is produced by openGroup and is considered a
defacto EA framework in Europe. http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/ and its glossary
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap03.html

TSL

Trusted Service Status List

UBL

Universal Business Language

UC

Use case

UNSPSC

United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (http://www.unspsc.org/)

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

VAT

Value Added Tax

VCD

Virtual Company Dossier

WG

Working Group

WP

e-SENS Work Package

WP3

e-SENS Work Package 3 “Sustainability and Long-Term Governance”

WP4

e-SENS Work Package 4 “Project Legal Expertise Centre”

WP5

e-SENS Work Package 5 “Piloting”

WP6

e-SENS Work Package 6 “Building Block Provision”

WP6.2

e-SENS Work Package 6 Competence Cluster 6.2 “Semantics, Processes and Documents”

WP6.4

e-SENS Work Package 6 Competence Cluster 6.4 “Conformance and Test”

XAdES

XML Advanced Electronic Signatures

XLS

Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet

XML

eXtensible Markup Language

XVergabe

Specification for electronic interoperability between EOs and CAs
(https://www.xvergabe.org/confluence/display/xv/XVergabe+Whitepaper)
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I. Appendix I
Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

2

R5.1-UC1-2

The CA wants an interface for exchanging notices with other eTendering
platforms and Publication platforms (e.g. Tenders European Daily (TED)).
The CA may want to add qualification criteria and catalogue template to
eDocuments
the notice. In the Contract notice the EO MUST be able to identify the
business opportunity and the CA in order to be able to respond.
Identifiers: CA ID, Business opportunity ID, response address ID.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-3
G5.1-UC1-7

3

R5.1-UC1-3

The Contract notice SHOULD be based on common standards.

eDocuments

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-12

4

R5.1-UC1-4

Structured tender documents (the Call for tender) SHOULD be based on
eDocuments
common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

5

R5.1-UC1-5

Structured qualification criteria (the VCD skeleton) SHOULD be based on
eDocuments
common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

XVergabe

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.x-UC1-19
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EC

R5.1-UC1-1

Integration of existing LSP BB (VCD and eCatalogue) with new solution
(XVergabe) to increase overall potential. Pre-Award processes in PEPPOL
lacked appropriate e-Delivery function and coverage of all Tendering
processes. XVergabe provides a solution for e-Delivery between Tendering
Platforms with generic messaging requirements which can be mapped to
General
the e-SENS e-Delivery Infrastructure and which cover the full scope of
eTendering processes. VCD and eCatalogue cover specific messaging
requirements with regard to qualification of tenders and product
specifications throughout the different phases in eTendering which are
not yet addressed in XVergabe.
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-6

Structured product requirements (the Catalogue template) SHOULD be
eDocuments
based on common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

7

R5.1-UC1-7

All EOs SHOULD be able to query publication portals (where the Contract
notices are being published) to find interesting business opportunities.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-1
specific application

8

R5.1-UC1-8

All EOs MUST be able to access public tender documents.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-7
specific application

9

R5.1-UC1-9

Once tender documents are published, therefore accessible to all EOs, Other
they MUST NOT be deleted.
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-7
specific application

10

R5.1-UC1-10

The EO MUST be able to subscribe to a business opportunity in order to
receive the latest information about the call for tender.

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-2
specific application

11

R5.1-UC1-11

The EO - when subscribing - MUST provide identification and make known
e-Delivery
how to receive electronic messages from the CA.

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

12

R5.1-UC1-12

The EO SHOULD be able to identify itself with the national eID.

eID

13

R5.1-UC1-13

All subscribed EOs SHOULD be informed when new versions of the tender Other
documents are published.
Functional

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-7

14

R5.1-UC1-14

All EOs SHOULD be able to send questions regarding the tender Other
documents to the CA.
Functional

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-3

15

R5.1-UC1-15

The CA MUST answer the questions from EOs in an equal and transparent Other
manner.
Functional

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-3

Other
Functional
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G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

/
(4-

G5.1-UC1-9

G5.1-UC1-11
G5.1-UC1-17

10

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC1-16

17

R5.1-UC1-17

All messages MUST contain Meta data. The Meta data MUST be based on
e-Delivery
common standards.

by

EC

16

The CA MUST be able to send messages to all subscribed EOs, to a
e-Delivery
selection of EOs or to one EO.

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB
XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-16

XVergabe meta data
G5.1-UC1-6
message
XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

/

The CA MUST be able to send messages to EOs who are not online. (store
e-Delivery
and notify principle).

19

R5.1-UC1-19

All bids MUST be linked to a business opportunity in order for the CA to be
able to evaluate them. This includes the qualification in two phased
eDocuments
procedures. Identifiers: CA ID, Business opportunity ID, response address
ID, EO ID and Bid ID.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-5

20

R5.1-UC1-20

Structured qualification evidence (the VCD) SHOULD be based on common
eDocuments
standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-5

21

R5.1-UC1-21

Provide mapping between qualification criteria and evidence and
harmonize solutions at European level: eCERTIS1 from DG MARKT and the eDocuments
PEPPOL European VCD System2 (currently the CEMS service3).

eCERTIS

G5.1-UC1-13

(4-

G5.1-UC1-6

Ap

pr

ov

ed

R5.1-UC1-18

18

1

http://ec.europa.eu/markt/ecertis/login.do

2

http://www.peppol.eu/news/news_repository/newly-styled-european-vcd-system-and-open-source-vcd-components

3

https://vcd.peppol.gr/
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-22

Structured product descriptions (the Catalogue) SHOULD be based on
eDocuments
common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-5

23

R5.1-UC1-23

If imposed by the CA the EO MUST sign his bid before submission. This
Security & Trust
includes the qualification in two phased procedures.

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-10

24

R5.1-UC1-24

For signing the bid the EO SHOULD only use digital certificates which are
Security & Trust
supported by the EU Trusted Lists of Certification Service Providers.

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.1-UC1-10

25

R5.1-UC1-25

All bids MUST be encrypted upon submission. This includes the
Security & Trust
qualification in two phased procedures.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-8

26

R5.1-UC1-26

All bids COULD be time stamped at the moment the EO submits his bid.

Security & Trust

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8

27

R5.1-UC1-27

All bids MUST be time stamped at the moment the CA receives the bid.

Security & Trust

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8

R5.1-UC1-28

The EO MUST receive an acknowledgement that its bid has been received
by the CA for the purpose of Recipient non-repudiation. Content
eDocuments
acknowledgement: CA ID, EO ID, business opportunity ID, bid ID, hash
code bid and time stamp reception.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-4

R5.1-UC1-29

When a bid is legally received (meaning the CA has confirmed reception),
the bid COULD be validated and conformance of validation COULD be
send to the EO, (business response).
e-Delivery
Validation of bid is only possible after decryption. The CA cannot access
bids before the time limit has passed.

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

29
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G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8
(4G5.1-UC1-10
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-30

The EO MUST be able to withdraw his bid as long as the time limit to
submit bids has not passed.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-3
specific application

31

R5.1-UC1-31

The EO SHOULD NOT be able to submit a bid after the time limit set out in Other
the tender documents has passed.
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-3
specific application

32

R5.1-UC1-32

Bids MUST NOT be accessible before the time limit set out in the tender
documents has passed.

Security & Trust

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-3
G5.1-UC1-15

33

R5.1-UC1-33

The CA SHOULD use the European eSignature validation services.

Security & Trust

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.1-UC1-10

e-Delivery

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)
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30

/

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-14
(4G5.1-UC1-15

R5.1-UC1-34

All relevant transactions MUST be logged and archived.

35

R5.1-UC1-35

The CA SHOULD be able to send the results of the bid evaluation to all EOs
who submitted a bid.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-5
specific application
G5.1-UC1-15

36

R5.1-UC1-36

The CA SHOULD be able to send the (preliminary) award to the winning
EO.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-5
specific application
G5.1-UC1-15

37

R5.1-UC1-37

Only selected EOs MUST be able to access restricted tender documents.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-2
specific application

38

R5.1-UC1-38

It SHOULD be possible to manage two phased procurement procedures.

Other
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-5
specific application

39

R5.1-UC1-39

Tendering solutions SHOULD have authorization mechanisms to prevent Other
access to unauthorized tender information.
Functional

Ap

pr

34
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not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-14
specific application
G5.1-UC1-18
13

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-17
specific application

The infrastructure MUST offer guaranteed delivery.

e-Delivery

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

The sender of a message MUST receive feedback is if there is an error in
e-Delivery
the transmission of his message.

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

EC

R5.1-UC1-41

R5.1-UC1-42

R5.1-UC1-43

99.9% of all messages SHOULD be received on time/directly (real time
delivery).

Ap

43

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

In order to provide the best service to contracting authorities and EOs
tendering solutions SHOULD comply with all the do's and don'ts Other
mentioned in the Golden Book 20134 and the recommendations in the Functional
eTEG report.

pr

42

Area

by

41

R5.1-UC1-40

Requirement description

ed

40

Requirement
ID

ov

Req.
No

e-Delivery

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

44

R5.1-UC1-44

The average file size attached to a message is non-compressed 10 MB. The
e-Delivery
maximum file size attached to a message is non-compressed 1 GB.

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

45

R5.1-UC1-45

Encrypted bids SHOULD be wrapped in an unencrypted message layer eDocuments

CEN/BII profile xxx

/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4

G5.1-UC1-1

4

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=6556&lang=en
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

with meta data.

Reference to
goal
G5.1-UC1-12

VCD covers specific messaging requirements with regard to qualification Pre-award
procurement
of tenders throughout the different phases in eTendering.

VCD

G5.1-UC2-1
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

R5.1-UC2-2

Processes
The CA may want to define qualification criteria in a standardized way and requirements wants to add these qualification criteria to the tender notice or tendering Definition of
qualification
documents.
criteria

VCD

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-5

48

R5.1-UC2-3

The EO SHOULD be able to download relevant tendering documents
including the qualification criteria, in a structured format based on
common EU standards, in order to review them and make a decision
about participation and include them in the VCD.

VCD

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-6

49

R5.1-UC2-4

The EO MAY need of a system in order to facilitate the creation of a VCD
which includes the necessary evidence for the qualification criteria.

Processes
requirements Reception of
qualification
criteria
Processes
requirements Creation of VCD

VCD

G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-6

R5.1-UC2-5

An EO SHOULD be able to send his offer together with the filled VCD
Package to the CA, with a guaranteed delivery.

Processes
requirementse-Delivery

e-Delivery/
eInteraction

G5.1-UC2-1
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

R5.1-UC2-6

Processes
The CA MAY need to use a system for viewing, extracting and validating requirementsProof of
the VCD Package Container.
eligibility

VCD

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4

by

Ap

pr

ov

ed

47

EC

R5.1-UC2-1

46

50

51
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC 2-7

The CA MUST define the qualification criteria in a structured and
standardized way so that the EO can understand the qualification criteria
and find corresponding evidences to prove them.

53

R5.1-UC 2-8

Both the EO and the CA SHOULD have access to a, preferably single,
Semantic Mapping System, that will provide mapping between
qualification criteria and evidence.

54

R5.1-UC 2-9

The structure and the semantic data of the container MUST be based on
common EU approved standards.

55

R5.1-UC2-10

The system MUST be based on a single, common and standard container
format that supports signature attachments, so that it can be used on
multiple processes.

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

52
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Data and
domain specific
e-SENS BB
requirements Qualification
criteria
Data and
domain specific
e-SENS BB
requirementsCriteria to
evidence
mapping
Data and
domain specific
e-SENS BB
requirementseDocuments /
Semantics
Infrastructure
and generic eSENS BB
requirementseDocuments

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

VCD

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

VCD / eCertis

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3

VCD / CEN BII

G5.1-UC2-3

VCD/OCD/ASiC

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4

16

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

R5.1-UC2-11

57

R5.1-UC2-12

58

R5.1-UC2-13

Area

Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MAY require the EO to be authenticated for the proper upload of SENS BB
the VCD Package.
requirementsUse of eID
Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MAY require that the evidences and the container of the SENS BB
requirementsdocuments are signed using advanced and/or qualified signatures.
Use of
eSignatures
Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MUST be able to verify the validity of the attached attestations SENS BB
requirementsand documents.
Use of
eSignatures

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

VCD/eID

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

VCD/ eSignature

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

eSignature

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

Documents and
It should be possible to exchange large catalogues using e-SENS eSemantics, eDelivery.
Delivery

e-SENS Container

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

The chosen protocol should be efficient and cater for large volumes of
exchanged messages.

e-SENS e-Delivery
(EBMS3/AS4) and
PEPPOL transport
protocol (AS2)

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

56

Requirement description

59

60

R5.1-UC3-1

R5.1-UC3-2
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Req.
No

Requirement description

Area

G5.1-UC3-2.1

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-7.1

The chosen protocol should be secure and guarantee that the catalogue eDocuments
isn't tampered with during transmission between the gateways.
and e-Delivery

R5.1-UC3-4

The actor creating the pre-award catalogue should wrap the XML-message
in a structured envelope with the necessary party identifiers for sender e-Delivery
and receiver.

e-SENS e-Delivery and
PEPPOL Policy for
using Identifiers

R5.1-UC3-5

by

The buyer and seller should have assigned unique party identifiers.

e-Delivery

ov

63

Reference to
goal

R5.1-UC3-3

ed

62

Proposed BB
container and e-SENS
e-Delivery
(EBMS3/AS4) and
PEPPOL transport
protocol (AS2)

EC

61

Requirement
ID

e-SENS e-Delivery and G5.1-UC3-1.1
PEPPOL Policy for
G5.1-UC3-1.2
using Identifiers
G5.1-UC3-7.1

R5.1-UC3-6

A semantic model describing the pre-award catalogue template business
eDocuments
terms should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

65

R5.1-UC3-7

An XML standard to be used as exchange format should be designated (ref
eDocuments
CEN/BII).

CEN/BII Profile for eCatalogue

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

66

R5.1-UC3-8

A style sheet used for simple presentation of the pre-award catalogue
eDocuments
should be available.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

Ap

pr
64

CEN/BII Profiles
(Reference
implementations and
specifications need to
be updated with the
latest CEN/BII profile
published in
December 2012)
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

R5.1-UC3-9

Schematron rules for conformance test for validation of the pre-award Test &
catalogue should be available.
Conformance

CEN/BII, to be
discussed with WP6

G5.1-UC3-1.4

68

R5.1-UC3-10

The syntax message used for exchange format should be commonly used
eDocuments
and accepted.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

69

R5.1-UC3-11

The supplier should deliver the catalogue in a standardised exchange
eDocuments
format.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

70

R5.1-UC3-12

The CA should have tools to present and process the pre-award catalogue
eDocuments
exchange format.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-4.3a
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-6.3
G5.1-UC3-7.1

by

ed

ov

R5.1-UC3-13

It should be possible to use the e-SENS infrastructure to locate the
e-Delivery
Participant and send the pre-award catalogue message.

Ap

pr

71

EC

67

72

R5.1-UC3-14

It should be possible to use the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure to locate the
e-Delivery
Participant and send the pre-award catalogue message.

OpenPEPPOL
vdxl/SMP

G5.1-UC3-4.3a
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-6.3
G5.1-UC3-7.1

73

R5.1-UC3-15

The infrastructure should support sending catalogues without prior
e-Delivery
technical agreements between the end users.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

74

R5.1-UC3-16

The infrastructure should be secure and reliable.

e-SENS e-Delivery and
OpenPEPPOL PKI

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

75

R5.1-UC3-17

It should be possible to validate the catalogue before the supplier sends it Test &
to the CA.
Conformance

76

R5.1-UC3-18

77

78

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal
G5.1-UC3-1.4

The infrastructure should be designed to attract any type of suppliers (also
e-Delivery
small companies with limited resources).

e-SENS e-Delivery and
OpenPEPPOL

G5.1-UC3-6.2

R5.1-UC3-19

The supplier should be able to choose any authorised e-SENS
e-Delivery
infrastructure gateway.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-6.3

R5.1-UC3-20

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service provider) to
automatically look up the capabilities (technical format and address) of e-Delivery
the CA.

e-SENS e-Delivery
(SML/SMP)

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

79

R5.1-UC3-21

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service provider) to
automatically look up the capabilities (technical format and address) of e-Delivery
the CA.

OpenPEPPOL
(SML/SMP)

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

80

R5.1-UC3-22

The tools and devices to be used for communicating with catalogues shall
be non-discriminatory 5 (art. 22 - Directive of the European Parliament and e-Delivery
of the Council on public procurement 2011/0438 (COD)6.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-8.1

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

Test & Conformance

5

"Member States shall ensure that all communication and information exchange under this Directive, in particular electronic submission, are performed using electronic means of
communication in accordance with the requirements of this Article. The tools and devices to be used for communicating by electronic means, as well as their technical
characteristics, shall be non-discriminatory, generally available and interoperable with the ICT products in general use and shall not restrict EOs’ access to the procurement
procedure. "
6

DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on public procurement 2011/0438 (COD) can be found at

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201309/20130913ATT71292/20130913ATT71292EN.pdf
D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC3-23

The tools and devices to be used for communicating with catalogues shall
be generally available and interoperable with the information and e-Delivery
communication technology products in general use (art. 22 new directive).

82

R5.1-UC3-24

The pre-award catalogues should have a structure and content (such as
classification systems) which enables automatic comparison between eDocuments
catalogues from different suppliers.

83

R5.1-UC3-25

A spread sheet compatible format to be used as exchange format for preeDocuments
award catalogue should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

84

R5.1-UC3-26

A spread sheet compatible format to be used as exchange format for the
pre-award catalogue template should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

85

R5.1-UC3-27

The business terms used in the pre-award catalogue should be aligned and
Semantics
harmonized with the business terms used in the post-award catalogue.

eDocuments

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

81

R5.1-UC3-28

A solution BB for transformation from catalogue spread sheet compatible
format to XML based format should be available.

87

R5.1-UC3-29

A solution BB for transformation from catalogue spread sheet compatible
format to RDF based format should be available.

88

R5.1-UC3-30

OWL ontology for validation of the pre-award catalogue should be
Semantics
available.

86

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

eDocuments

eDocuments

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-8.1

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.5
G5.1-UC3-1.6

CEN/BII Profile

G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-6.1

CEN/BII Profile

G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-6.1

Semantics WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-4.4

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.3b
G5.1-UC3-6.1

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.3b
G5.1-UC3-6.1

Semantics WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.4

21

R5.1-UC3-31

Requirement description

Area

A semantic model describing the pre-award catalogue business terms
Semantics
should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

Proposed BB

Semantics + CEN/BII

Semantics, CEN/BII
Profile

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.3

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

ed
ov

A semantic model describing the catalogue business terms should be
designated (ref CEN/BII).

pr

R5.1-UC3-32

Semantics

Ap

90

91

R5.1-UC3-33

A semantic model describing the catalogue response business terms
eDocuments
should be designated (ref CEN/BII).
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Reference to
goal
G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.2

by

89

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

22

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC3-34

An XML standard to be used as exchange format for catalogue response
should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

93

R5.1-UC3-35

The business terms used in the pre-award catalogue should be aligned and
harmonized with the business terms used in the post-award catalogue (so Semantics
that it is possible to refer to and to compare the catalogue information).

94

R5.1-UC3-36

The buyer should have tools to present and process the catalogue
eDocuments
exchange format.

eDocuments

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

Semantics, WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

eDocument BB, WP
6.2

G5.1-UC3-6.4

Semantics, WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.3

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

92

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

95

R5.1-UC3-37

The designated standardized electronic process and transactions used for
exchanging the catalogue information should cater for product and price Semantics
updates (by referring to previously exchanged catalogues).

96

R5.1-UC4-1

To control the validation and processing of an order; information that
identifies the data model customization used and the business process GE-Order
that the order is part of.

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

HBB,
28A
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-4

An order must provide for information about the value of items ordered
and what prices, charges and totals (including estimate of VAT) are GE-Order
expected to be paid in a way that can be matched against an invoice.

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

100

R5.1-UC4-5

The order must enable the buyer to send information that can be reported
back in a resulting invoice with the purpose of automating the processing GE-Order
of the invoice.

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

101

R5.1-UC4-6

The order must enable the buyer to reference contract and documents
GE-Order
that are relevant to prices and terms, including terms of delivery.

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-7

The order must support information needed to specify estimated
allowance and charges on document level that apply to the order as a GE-Order
whole.

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A
HBB,
28A
HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-2

An order must provide information about its identity, type (purchase
order or consignment order), issue date and validity.

98

R5.1-UC4-3

To provide flexibility in ordering an order must provide for free text notes
on document level as well as on individual order lines.

99

102

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

97

103

R5.1-UC4-8

All amounts in the Order must be stated in the same currency.

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS
Ordering ABB

104

R5.1-UC4-9

Order should only contain non-negative prices and quantities.

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL
BIS

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

Ordering ABB

R5.1-UC4-11

It must be possible to include attachments with the invoice, either as
embedded binary objects or as external links (URI), for example to provide
GE-Invoice
timesheets, usage reports or other relevant information for reviewing the
invoice.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice
Only ABB

R5.1-UC4-12

Comments, clauses, statements (e.g. of country of origin) and notes at
invoice and line level must be supported in the Invoice. It is recognized
that when issuing invoices there may be different needs to state
information that does not have qualified elements and is not necessarily
intended for automatic processing. Examples may be references to
GE-Invoice
buyer’s special purchasing codes, remarks regarding deviation in delivery
or other issues that may be of importance. Since the Invoice must not
require an electronic interchange agreement between the buyer and
seller the Invoice provides flexibility by supporting textual notes at
document and line level.

EC

R5.1-UC4-10

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice
Only ABB

Ap

pr

106

ov

ed

by

105

The Invoice must support information that is in line with the document
purpose as a control document that enables the buyer to operate a
process where the invoice is reviewed and accepted or rejected by
comparing it to existing information. Functions in scope include: “order to GE-Invoice
invoice matching“ and “contract reference”; as well as referencing to:
project codes, responsible employees and other information. An invoice
references at most one order.

107

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice
Only ABB
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108

Requirement description

Area

The invoice content enables the Customer’s system to route the
document to a specific person, department or unit within the organization GE-Invoice
for authorization or other tasks.

R5.1-UC4-14

The invoice information must be self-sufficient. E.g. party and product
information must be given in detail in the invoice and any party and GE-Invoice
product identifiers provided are only informative.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice
Only ABB

R5.1-UC4-15

The Credit note must support information that is in line with the
document purpose as a control document that enables the buyer to
operate a process where the credit note is reviewed and accepted or
rejected by comparing it to existing information. Functions in scope GE-Credit Note
include: “order to invoice matching“ and “contract reference”; as well as
referencing to: project codes, responsible employees and other
information. A Credit Note references at most one order.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

R5.1-UC4-16

It must be possible to include attachments with the Credit note, either as
embedded binary objects or as external links (URI), for example to provide
GE-Credit Note
timesheets, usage reports or other relevant information for reviewing the
Credit note.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

ed

ov

Reference to
goal

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice
Only ABB

111

Ap

pr

110

Proposed BB

R5.1-UC4-13

by

109

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

Comments, clauses, statements (e.g. of country of origin) and notes at
credit note and line level must be supported in the Credit note. It is
recognized that when issuing credit notes there may be different needs to
112 R5.1-UC4-17
state information that does not have qualified elements and is not GE-Credit Note
necessarily intended for automatic processing. Examples may be
references to buyer’s special purchasing codes, remarks regarding
deviation in delivery or other issues that may be of importance. Since the
D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

26

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

Credit note must not require an electronic interchange agreement
between the buyer and seller the Credit note provides flexibility by
supporting textual notes at document and line level.
R5.1-UC4-18

The Invoice and Credit Note content enables the Customer’s system to
route the document to a specific person, department or unit within the GE-Credit Note
organization for authorization or other tasks.

114

R5.1-UC4-19

The Credit note information must be self-sufficient. E.g. party and product
information must be given in detail in the credit note and any party and GE-Credit Note
product identifiers provided are only informative.

115

R5.1-UC4-20

A Credit Note may refer to the Invoice it is correcting.

R5.1-UC4-21

The Order and Invoice specifications must be based on profiles with
elements that can be separately updated and versioned. Examples of
GE-Generic
elements are: Code Lists, Information Requirements, transactions model,
business rules, and information constraints.

eDocument
eOrdering
eBilling ABB

HBB,
ABB,

117

R5.1-UC4-22

The semantic model must be separated from the message syntax, allowing
for different message syntaxes to be used (as opposed to single message GE-Generic
syntax).

eDocument
eOrdering
eBilling ABB

HBB,
ABB,

118

R5.1-UC4-23

It must be possible to exchange business messages using a four-corner
GE-Generic
modeI.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

119

R5.1-UC4-24

A sender of should have the capability to obtain the receiver's specific
GE-Generic
message capabilities (type of message supported, version etc.) through a

e-Delivery
Discovery

GE-Credit Note

116

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

113
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eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB
eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB
eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

ABB,
27

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Reference to
goal

Proposed BB

EC

look-up without any previous knowledge or formal agreement.
e-Delivery
ABB,
Addressing - ISO 6523
and ebCore Party Id
Type

R5.1-UC4-25

121

R5.1-UC4-26

Safe and reliable messaging with low level (transport level) verification of
GE-Generic
messages.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

122

R5.1-UC4-27

For message exchange, the e-Delivery mechanism must be based on a well
proven and robust transport profile with full compatibility between GE-Generic
technology platforms, such as .NET and Java.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

123

R5.1-UC4-28

Quality assurance: order and/or invoice messages must be validated
GE-Generic
before being sent by the sender.

eConformance HBB WP 6.4

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

120

The capability to locate a receiver through a common, EU level address
GE-Generic
lookup mechanism must be provided. (see also R5.1-UC4-xxx).

GEeProcurement
Domain Specific

eDocument
eOrdering ABB

HBB,

GEThe Invoice specification should be based on the PEPPOL BIS Invoice Only
eProcurement
or Billing.
Domain Specific

eDocument
eBilling ABB

HBB,

The chosen protocol should be secure and guarantee that the catalogue eDocuments
isn't tampered with during transmission between the gateways.
and e-Delivery

PEPPOL
transport
protocol (AS2)

124

R5.1-UC4-29

The Order specification should be based on the PEPPOL BIS Ordering.

125

R5.1-UC4-30

126

R5.1-UC4-31

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I
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Req.
No

R5.1-UC4-32

Requirement description

Area

The actor creating the order, invoice or credit note message should wrap
the XML-message in a structured envelope with the necessary party e-Delivery
identifiers for sender and receiver.

EC

127

Requirement
ID

The buyer and seller should have assigned unique party identifiers.

by

R5.1-UC4-33

e-Delivery

ed

128

Proposed BB
e-SENS e-Delivery and
PEPPOL Policy for
using Identifiers

e-SENS e-Delivery and
PEPPOL Policy for
using Identifiers

R5.1-UC4-34

A semantic model describing the order, invoice and credit note
eDocuments
(respectively) template business terms should be designated (ref CENBII).

130

R5.1-UC4-35

An XML standard to be used as exchange format should be designated (ref
eDocuments
CEN/BII).

PEPPOL BIS Ordering
28A and PEPPOL BIS
Billing 5A

131

R5.1-UC4-36

A style sheet used for simple presentation of the pre-award catalogue
eDocuments
should be available.

eDocuments

132

R5.1-UC4-37

Schematron rules for conformance test for validation of business
messages should be available.

Ap

pr

ov
129

CEN/BII
Profiles
(Reference
implementations and
specifications need to
be updated with the
latest CEN/BII profile
published
in
December 2012)
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Reference to
goal

Test
& CEN BII, to
be
Conformance
discussed with WP6
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

R5.1-UC4-38

The syntax message used for exchange format should be commonly used
and accepted.

eDocuments

eDocuments

134

R5.1-UC4-39

The supplier should deliver the business message in a standardised
eDocuments
exchange format.

eDocuments

135

R5.1-UC4-40

It should be possible to use the e-SENS infrastructure to locate the
e-Delivery
Participant and send the business message.

e-Delivery

136

R5.1-UC4-41

It should be possible to use the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure to locate the
e-Delivery
Participant and send the business message.

OpenPEPPOL
SML/SMP

137

R5.1-UC4-42

The infrastructure should support sending business messages without
e-Delivery
prior technical agreements between the end users.

e-Delivery

138

R5.1-UC4-43

The infrastructure should be secure and reliable.

e-Delivery

e-SENS e-Delivery and
OpenPEPPOL PKI

139

R5.1-UC4-44

The infrastructure should be designed to attract any type of suppliers (also
e-Delivery
small companies with limited resources).

e-SENS e-Delivery and
OpenPEPPOL

140

R5.1-UC4-45

The supplier should be able to choose any authorised e-SENS
e-Delivery
infrastructure gateway.

e-Delivery

R5.1-UC4-46

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service provider) to
automatically look up the capabilities (technical format and address) of e-Delivery
the contracting authority.

e-SENS e-Delivery and
Open
PEPPOL
(SML/SMP)

141

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

133
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Reference to
goal

30

142

R5.2-UC1-1

Requirement description

Area

The eID services shall incorporate common identification
authentication measures adopted by the eHealth Network.

Reference to
goal

Infrastructure
and
interepSOS NCP
connection
(CC6.1)

R5.2-UC1-2

No personal data returned by country B shall be stored at the NCP
(epSOS.2.1.2.7 e1-REQ-2217).

R5.2-UC1-3

One NCP per country or region. The relationship to the NCP in the
framework of Directive 2011/24/EU should be investigated. The NCP shall
act as a gateway between the "EU side" (which exists in between 2 NCPs)
and the "national side" (which exists only within PN). A trusted domain is
set up between NCPs and its management is in scope of e-SENS (epSOS
e1-REQ-2203 and e1-REQ-4588 ).

R5.2-UC1-4

Infrastructure
All transactions shall be logged and an audit trail created and stored. A and
interepSOS NCP
patient should also have the right to see the log and know who used or connection
saw his medical data (epSOS e1-REQ-2211 and e1-REQ-2212).
(CC6.1)

R5.2-UC1-5

Infrastructure
interInformation is exchanged but not shared. Any HP-B MAY NOT modify an and
epSOS NCP
connection
original document received from Country-A (epSOS e1-REQ-4585).
(CC6.1)

R5.2-UC1-6

An NCP acts as a legal entity which creates a secure link between national
trust domains. It is the only component that has an identity in both
domains. NCP of country A (NCP-A) shall act as a data provider through its
Inbound Gateway, providing the medical documents located in country A.

ed

Infrastructure
and
interepSOS NCP
connection
(CC6.1)

145

146

147

Ap

pr

ov

144

Proposed BB

and
and Trust
eID
security (CC6.3)

by

143

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No
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Infrastructure
and
interepSOS NCP
connection
(CC6.1)
31

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

EC

NCP of country B (NCP-B) shall act as a data consumer through its
Outbound Gateway, used by HP in country B to access medical documents
provided by NCP-A (epSOS 2.1.2.19 e1-REQ-4587).

R5.2-UC1-8

Infrastructure
and
interIn country B, a cross border session SHALL consist of HP assertion, patient connection
identifier accepted by country A, treatment relationship assertion (epSOS (CC6.1)
e1-REQ-4616).
Trust
and
security (CC6.3)

R5.2-UC1-9

Transformation of the original medical documents to the epSOS pivot
format should be initiated and signed under the responsibility of NCP-A.
Privacy law of some PNs may require that data transformation is
performed not in the NCP, but in the system where the information is kept
or in the system where the information is exploited. The original
document (PDF document compliant to PDF/A-1b) MUST be sent to NCP-B
with the transformed document (CDA format) for safety and security
reasons (epSOS e1-REQ-4601).

by

R5.2-UC1-7

pr

Ap

149

ov

ed

148

Infrastructure
interCommunications MUST be processed between gateways in a synchronous and
epSOS NCP
connection
fashion epSOS 2.1.2.21 e1-REQ-4590).
(CC6.1)

150
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eID

Infrastructure
and
interconnection
(CC6.1)
Information
exchange and
semantics
(CC6.2)

32

Requirement description

Area

R5.2-UC1-10

The following resources MUST exist in the same state for every NCP for
the cross-country system to operate: A Routing Table in order to locate
NCPs within the EU domain; A list of the Trusted Certificates; A Taxonomy
for the eHealth pivot format and the Master Value Set Catalogue and
Master Translation Catalogue. Those services MAY be duplicated on the
national side but SHOULD be maintained centrally, with information about
the requirements of each country and acceptable forms of patient
identification and consent; Support material for development and testing
(epSOS e1-REQ-4606).

R5.2- UC1-11

All data contained in medical documentation, in EHRs and in EHR systems
are “sensitive personal data” and therefore subject to Article 8 of the Legal
Directive. The processing of healthcare data must have a clear legal basis.

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

pr

G5.2-UC1-4

Ap

152

ov

ed

by

151

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

153

154

R5.2- UC1-12

R5.2 -UC1-13

In the absence of other legitimate grounds, this can be the data subject’s
two-step explicit consent (first for participation in general and then in the
Legal
case of the concrete treatment/dispensation).
Processing of personal and sensitive data can be justified without second
consent in country B if it is necessary to protect the vital interests of a
data subject or of another person if in the emergency case the data
Legal
subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent.

G5.2-UC1-4
G5.2-UC1-4
G5.2-UC1-5

i. In this event the patient should be informed about the override of
consent upon leaving the PoC including details of access OR
D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

ii. Patient should be provided access to audit trails.

EC

R5.2- UC1-14

G5.2-UC1-4

by

155

The processing of personal data must be strictly limited to the minimum
which is necessary for the fulfilment of the purposes of the pilots which
Legal
must be specified, explicit and legitimate.

ov

ed

A high level of IT-security is necessary for e-SENS eHealth services.
Especially the following measures and arrangements, that are necessary in
order to take full account of security principles which follow from the
Directive and the specific risks related to the processing of personal data
in e-SENS:

156

R5.2- UC1-15
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Ap

pr

a) All staff implementing the project should be provided with clear-cut,
written instructions on how to appropriately use the system in order
to prevent security risks and breaches.
b) Suitable arrangements should be made in using the Patient Summary
and prescription storage and archiving systems to protect the data
against unauthorized access, theft and/or partial/total loss of storage
media.
c) For data exchanges, secure communication protocols and end-to-endsecurity must be adopted.
d) Special attention must be paid to adopting a reliable and effective
electronic identification system that provides the appropriate level of
assurance (of both participating staff and patients) in compliance with
eHN decisions.
e) The system must be capable to correctly record and track in an
auditable way the individual operations that make-up the overall data

Legal (epSOS in
response
to
WP29
recommendatio
ns)

G5.2-UC1-4

34

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

processing.
Unauthorized data access and/or changes should be prevented when
the back-up data is transferred and/or stored.
g) With regards to the e-prescription services, additional measures
should be deployed in order to ensure that when epSOS pharmacists
retain records of dispensed prescriptions these records are used
exclusively for the legal purposes documenting the dispensation.
h) In emergency situations, any access should be logged and subject to
audit.

ed

by

EC

f)

ov

For the purposes for running the pilots with real patients MS the epSOS
framework agreement and its annexes must be adopted by the GA in eSENS, following consultation in the appropriate bodies of e-SENS and:

R5.2- UC1-16

OR

Ap

157

pr

Be monitored through processes equivalent to those in epSOS.

G5.2-UC1-4
Legal

G5.2-UC1-5

It is essential requirements be included in bilateral or multi-lateral
agreements between partnering MS in the eHealth pilots and their
appropriate inclusion be verified by e-SENS in order to maintain
convergence.
158

R5.2-UC2-1

EU and MS allow national PDs as (to be) defined by ENED partners from
various MS to be used for insurance verification purposes abroad.

Legal

eDocument7

G5.2-UC2-2

7

The usability of eDocument for eConfirmation has still to be explored
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159

Requirement description

Area

R5.2-UC2-2

EU equals the eConfirmation Document as result of a positive online/real
time insurance verification to the current status of the EHIC and/or the Legal
currently used PRC.

R5.2-UC2-3

EHIC and other PDs could co-exist, taking into account that PDs have
mandatorily to be used for insurance verification purposes. The EHIC
provides entitlement as such. The EC could consider allowing EHIC to be Legal
verified in real time as well. In case the patient appears no longer to be
insured, EU allows an EHIC to be rejected in that scenario.

Proposed BB
eDocument

Reference to
goal
G5.2-UC2-2
G5.2-UC2-1

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-2

162

R5.2-UC2-5
R5.2-UC3-2

ov

Liaison bodies and Competent Institutions in charge of cross border
clearing of health care costs, accept eConfirmation as a legal title to cover Legal
the costs.

163

R5.2-UC2-6

Requesting out of pocket payment from patients, who can hand over an
accepted (and positively verified) PD and/or a valid EHIC should be Legal
considered as an economic offence.

164

R5.2-UC2-7

HCPs in each EU/EEA MS should have access to eConfirmation routing
Infra
services.

165

R5.2-UC2-8
R5.2-UC3-4

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-2
G5.2-UC2-7

pr

R5.2-UC2-4

Privacy regulations (:e.g. patients consent) and specific conditions (:e.g.
approval period) of the MS of origin (MS A) of the patient will be
Legal
respected by the eConfirmation service.

Ap

161

ed

by

160

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

HCP's information system must have authorized access to the
eConfirmation Routing Service through a secure network connection.
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G5.2-UC2-4
G5.2-UC2-2
G5.2-UC2-1
G5.2-UC2-3

Trust EstablishmentLegal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
security
Delivery
36

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

Access to eConfirmation service can be provided via both web portal- and
Infra
web service based.

G5.2-UC2-3

167

R5.2-UC2-10

The eConfirmation Routing Service provides a message broker pattern for
connecting health care providers and health insurance organizations from Infra
member states through a secure network.

G5.2-UC2-6

168

R5.2-UC2-11

The message broker pattern can be implemented according to MS choice
(central/ decentral). Message brokers enable HCPs to access the insurance Infra
databases of HIO's in EU/EEA MS.

169

R5.2-UC2-12

National message brokers could exchange messages directly or indirectly
Infra
(e.g. via the national EESSI portal/NAP).

ov

ed

by

EC

R5.2-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-7

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-7

Message brokers comply with the security policy agreed on (by preference
Trust Establishmentat a European level). Up to now an ENED security policy is in place. If Legal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
necessary mutual contracts between message brokers are in place security
Delivery
additionally.
Trust EstablishmentSafe- and secure authorized access by HCPs to the national message Legal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
broker should be safeguarded.
security
Delivery

pr

166

R5.2-UC2-13

171

R5.2-UC2-14

172

R5.2-UC2-15

In order to get support from HCPs the eConfirmation service should be
User
user friendly. The HCP should be able to apply familiar and national
functionality
procedures and standards.

eDocument/
Processes

G5.2-UC2-3

173

R5.2-UC2-16

The eConfirmation service is triggered dynamically by the business rules of User
the MS of origin of the patient (MS A). In case MS A requires that the functionality

eDocument/
Processes

G5.2-UC2-7

Ap

170
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

patient signs specific forms (e.g. patient consent), the healthcare worker
will be triggered automatically.

R5.2-UC2-17

175

R5.2-UC2-18

Capturing a minimum set of data should enable the HCP to access
patient's data and to be provided by the HIO with a completed dataset.

User
functionality

eDocument

176

R5.2-UC2-19

Singular data capture for triggering multiple transactions (e.g. User
eConfirmation and epSOS) should be possible.
functionality

eDocument

177

R5.2-UC2-20

Capturing data from eHealthcards (in circulation in various EU/EEA MS) by
smart card reader should be possible and supported by HCP information User
systems. In case the EC would allow the EHIC to be verified in real time, functionality
the application of scanners should be possible as well.

eDocument/
Processes

G5.2-UC2-3

178

R5.2-UC2-21

System messages are in the language of the country of stay and simple to
understand.

User
functionality

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-3

Trust EstablishmentLegal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
security
Delivery

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

174

Industry should be tempted to include eHealth (epSOS and eConfirmation)
services in their HCP's information systems and to provide web service User
based solutions. Moreover Cards industry (OCR and SCR) should be functionality
involved.

179

R5.2-UC2-22

All events are logged.

180

R5.2-UC2-23

Request service is provided in real time and responses are provided with Infra

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

G5.2-UC2-3

G5.2-UC2-3
G5.2-UC2-3
G5.2-UC2-5

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-3
38

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

high level performance.

Reference to
goal
G5.2-UC2-2

R5.2-UC2-24

(The Message Broker from) MS A should be able to rely on the safety- and Legal/trust and e-Delivery
security policy of (the Message Broker in) MS B.
security

G5.2-UC2-6

182

R5.2-UC2-25

Use Case 2 will be implemented by every member state individually. So
the requirements can be specific for each member state as long as the
eConfirmation interfaces are agreed upon.

Infra

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-7

183

R5.2-UC2-26

In case a partner uses decentralized databases, the eConfirmation Routing
Service has routed the request to the health insurance organization as Infra
provided in the patient details of the request.

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-7

184

R5.2-UC2-27

All HIOs (insurance databases) in EU/EEA MS are accessible by a message
Infra
broker.

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-8

R5.2-UC2-28

186

R5.2-UC2-29

187

R5.2-UC2-30

by

ed

ov

pr

Ap

185

EC

181

Trust EstablishmentSafe- and secure data exchange between a message broker and HIO(s) on Legal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
a national level is ruled according to national procedures- and conditions.
security
Delivery
Trust EstablishmentThe HIO in MS A should be able to rely on MS B's safety- and security Legal/trust and Circle of Trust/ eG5.2-UC2-6
policy.
security
Delivery
HIO's system in MS A determines the period that the insurance
confirmation is valid based on the required period of validity by the Legal
requesting HCP in MS B and the business rules of the HIO in MS A.
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Infra;
legal;
trust/user
functionality

Reference to
goal

R5.2-UC2-31

SLAs are agreed at both a national level and between Message brokers.

G5.2-UC2-6

189

R5.2-UC2-32

HIOs should be allowed to respond to a request for insurance verification
Legal/trust and
by providing a completed EHIC dataset (providing additional data from the
security
insurance database).

R5.2-UC2-33

HIO's response is provided in terms of a (digitally signed) eConfirmation or
an eRejection and complies with the EU standard (currently PRC). The Legal/trust and eSignature
confirmation details include a PRC which is provided in the PDF/A security
document format.

R5.2-UC2-34

The signature of the confirmation message is validated by the HCP's
information system using a public key to assure integrity and origin. When
the response is received, the sender's public key is used to verify the
Legal/trust and eSignature
digital signature in order to prove that the message originated from the
security
providing health insurance organization. Content integrity assures that no
modifications (i.e., additions, deletions, or changes) have been made to
the data when it is in-transit between recipient and sender.

G5.2-UC2-3

R5.2-UC2-35

HCP's information system enables to print the PRC. HCP's system
optionally also provides a file which can be exported from and then User
imported into the system of the health care provider. The implementation functionality
of an export is to be decided by (the Message Broker of) MS B.

G5.2-UC2-3

EC

188

G5.2-UC2-8

192

Ap

191

pr

ov

190

ed

by

Refers to UC
KE5.2-UC2-4
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

eDocument/
Processes

G5.2-UC2-2

194

R5.2-UC2-37

The eConfirmation dataset enables the HCP to complete the national
eInvoice standard. Moreover, if required by the national CI, eConfirmation Functional
and
additional
documents
(e.g.
Patient
consent
and/or requirement
Patientenerklärung) can be provided as digital attachment of eInvoicing.

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-9

195

R5.2-UC2-38

The eConfirmation service enables the HCP to make clear whether it User
concerns unplanned care and planned care.
functionality

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-9

196

R5.2-UC2-39

The eConfirmation service enables the HCP to make clear whether it
User
concerns planned care according to the EU Regulation or planned care
functionality
according to a bilateral agreement.

eDocument

197

R5.2-UC2-40

The eConfirmation service enables the HCP to make clear whether User
unplanned care has been provided because of an occupational accident.
functionality

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-9

R5.2-UC2-41

In the case of planned care, based on a bilateral contract, the
eConfirmation dataset enables the HCP to complete the (to be) agreed
User
international eInvoice standard. Moreover, if required by the contracted
functionality
HIO, eConfirmation and additional documents should be provided as
digital attachment of eInvoicing.

eDocument

G5.2-UC2-10

198

by

ed

Ap

pr

ov

193

EC

R5.2-UC2-36

HIO's system optionally sends a notification to its client/patient (e.g by
email/sms), stating that the PRC has been delivered to his HCP. This User
confirmation could include a copy of the PRC. This service is up to client's functionality
HIO in MS A.
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G5.2-UC2-10
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

R5.2-UC2-42

Message Brokers should be able to support cross border eInvoicing during
reimbursement, based on bilateral contracts between HCPs in MS B and Infra
HIOs in MS A.

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-10

200

R5.2-UC2-43

Message Brokers should be able to provide detailed management info at Management
European level, concerning cross border health care.
info

e-Delivery

G5.2-UC2-11

201

R5.2-UC3-1

Privacy regulations (e.g.: patients consent) and specific conditions (e.g.:
approval period) of the MS of origin (MS A) of the patient will be Legal
respected by the services.

eDocument

202

R5.2-UC3-3

Liaison bodies and Competent Institutions in charge of cross border
clearing of health care costs, accept eInvoicing during reimbursement as a Legal
legal title to cover the costs.

203

R5.2-UC3-5

HCP's information system must have authorized access to the eInvoicing
Legal
during reimbursement Service through a secure network connection.

e-Delivery

204

R5.2-UC3-6

The message broker pattern can be implemented as an extension of the
epSOS NCP infrastructure. Message brokers enable HCPs to access the Infrastructure
insurance databases of HIO's in EU/EEA MS.

e-Delivery

205

R5.2-UC3-7

Safe- and secure authorized access by HCPs to the services should be
Security
safeguarded through reuse and adaptation of epSOS policies.

e-Delivery

206

R5.3-UC1-1
R5.3 -UC2-1

Citizens, courts and central authorities should have access to online forms,
which could be received in their correspondents' applications.

e-CODEX semantics

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

199
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Documents and
Semantics

G5.3-UC1-1
G5.3-UC2-1
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Proposed BB

e-Delivery

e-SENS e-Delivery

G5.3-UC1-2
G5.3-UC2-2
G5.3-UC4-2

eID and
eSignature

DSS signature tool, eCODEX validation
report

G5.3-UC1-3
G5.3-UC2-3
G5.3-UC4-3
G5.3-UC1-4
G5.3-UC2-4
G5.3-UC4-4
G5.3-UC4-1

R5.3-UC1-2
R5.3-UC2-2
R5.3-UC4-2

Transmission should be secure and according to data protection rules (for
instance no unnecessary storage).

208

R5.3-UC1-3
R5.3-UC2-3
R5.3-UC4-3

The receiving party should be able to establish the authenticity of the
documents, thanks to the use of authentication or electronic signature by
the sending party and the provision of a validation report.

209

R5.3-UC1-4
R5.3-UC2-4
R5.3-UC4-4

Directories should make it possible at least to send a message to the
competent court or authority and at best to identify it.

e-Delivery

e-SENS e-Delivery, ejustice directories

210

R5.3-UC4-1

Citizens, legal persons, banks, courts and enforcement authorities should
have access to online forms, which could be received in their
correspondents' applications.

Documents and
Semantics

e-CODEX semantics

ed

by

EC

207

Ap

pr

ov

Reference to
goal

Area
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Area

Addressing of End Entities (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow of
the use case): The business person in step 11 of the main flow of the use
case uploads the digitally signed application form and the supporting
information and documents to the responsible website (e.g. Business
Registry). The dossier of the case in step 12 can be transferred to the
responsible authorities that have either issued the documents or have the
appropriate information to validate the authenticity of the documents. In
some cases, systems that offer information regarding business prohibition
can be involved. This transaction may be regarded as national or crossborder depending upon the back office systems that cooperate to validate
the documents and the information. The end entity may be the business
person and/or the responsible employee in the competent authority that
will verify the application form and the supporting information and

Proposed BB

EC

R5.4-UC1-1
R5.4-UC2-1

Requirement description

Maybe9

e-Delivery

Reference to
goal

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9



9

8

Ap

pr

ov

ed

2118

Requirement
ID

by

Req.
No

The requirements of UC 5.4.1 and UC 5.4.2 (Req. No 264 - Req. No 311) are almost identical. The description of the requirements for the two UCs differ only
to the following:
o Each requirement is related to different steps of the main flow of the corresponding UC.
o Each requirement is related to the goals of the corresponding UC.
Thus, the requirements from UC 5.4.1 are listed together with requirements from UC 5.4.2. (The consolidated list of requirements that is presented in this
Appendix, includes the requirement descriptions from UC 5.4.1. The column “Requirement ID” includes the corresponding requirement ids from both UCs,
e.g.: R5.4-UC1-1 is listed together with R5.4-UC2-1, R5.4-UC1-2 is listed together with R5.4-UC2-2,R5.4-UC1-48 is listed together with R5.4-UC2-48. For each pair of
requirements, the column “Reference to goal” includes the corresponding goals for each requirement. In sub-deliverable D5-4.1 the detailed description of
requirements for both UCs is presented).

For all requirements of domain 5.4, column “Area” describes whether the corresponding Proposed BB is used in business registration and activity registration area
D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

ed

by

EC

documents. The dossier of the case after the verification is transferred in
step 15 of the main flow of the use case to the authorities that are
responsible for deciding upon the business registration. The end entity in
this case can be the employee in the competent authority. In step 16 a
receipt that the dossier of the case has been successfully submitted is
provided to the business person through the web site or another system.
The end entity in that case is the business person. In step 17 of the main
flow of the use case, the response of the competent authority is
transferred to the business person. The end entity is the business person.

pr

ov

R5.4-UC1-3
R5.4-UC2-3

Service Metadata Locator and Discovery (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the
main flow of the use case): The e-Delivery service is regarded as a trusted
service and should be treated similar to the services offered by a
Certificate Service Provider. An authority in each Member State should be
responsible for registering the e-Delivery services that fulfil the minimum
specification. The service discovery and the appropriate metadata locator
should be based on authoritative sources in each member state. The
existing model of TSL could be the basis for this issue.

Yes

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9

Ap

212

R5.4-UC1-2
R5.4-UC2-2

Transport (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow of the use case): The
information and the documents of the dossier of the case must be
transferred in step 12 of the main flow of the use case from the website to
the back office systems for the validation of the information and the
documents. In step 15 the dossier of the case must be transferred to the
competent authorities that are responsible for issuing the license and the
activity registration. The receipt for the submission of the case and the
response from the competent authority must be transferred to the
business person through the responsible website i.e. PSC.

213
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Yes
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Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

215

R5.4-UC1-5
R5.4-UC2-5

End-to-end security (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow of the use
case): The information of the dossier of the case may include sensitive
personal data such as an extract of a penal record. Therefore all the
involved intermediate nodes, the client of the sender and the receiver
must ensure end to end security from unauthorized access.

216

R5.4-UC1-6
R5.4-UC2-6

Non-repudiation of submission and delivery: Evidence the sender has If
the data that is transferred.

R5.4-UC1-7
R5.4-UC2-7

End-entity authentication (steps 16 and 17 of the main flow of the use
case): Whenever the competent authorities provide a receipt or a
response to the business person, they should verify that he/she has
received such items, by authenticating the business person as a recipient
or the business person providing the appropriate evidence for this
transaction.

Yes

Reference to
goal

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-13

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
G5.4-UC2-9
G5.4-UC2-13

Yes

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

214

EC

R5.4-UC1-4
R5.4-UC2-4

Inter-gateway Trust and Security (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main
flow of the use case): The information of the dossier of the case may
include sensitive personal data such as an extract of a penal record.
Therefore all the involved intermediate nodes must ensure end to end
security from unauthorized access. Moreover high availability is required
because in the context of the services directive the competent authorities
should provide the response to the business person in a specific period of
time. Delays due to lack of availability may violate this period of time and
lead to authorization of a business person who does not fulfil the
requirements.

Proposed BB

217
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Yes

Maybe
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Requirement description

Area

R5.4-UC1-8
R5.4-UC2-8

Timestamps (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow of the use case):
Whenever there is a transaction that exchanges information and
documents through e-Delivery the exact time and date must be recorded
in a objective way. This is important since this information will be used to
calculate the deadlines that must be met from both the competent
authority and the business person.

R5.4-UC1-9
R5.4-UC2-9

Repository-based document exchange (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the
main flow of the use case): The authenticity and the validity of documents
Maybe
and information can be verified more easily if they are retrieved from a
source of authentic documents.

Yes

Proposed BB

e-Delivery

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-9

eDocuments

G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.5-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-1

220

221

ed

Ap

pr

ov

219

R5.4-UC1-10
R5.4-UC2-10

Request/ Store-and-notify model.

R5.4-UC1-11
R5.4-UC2-11

Semantics, Processes and Documents (steps 12, 13 and 14 of the main
flow of the use case): In step 11 of the main flow of the use case the
business person signs application and the supporting documents that
must be included in the dossier of the case. These documents should
follow a specific structure that will allow the validation of the digitally
signed documents (step 12) and the metadata that are describing the
document. Moreover in step 13 and 14 of the main flow of the use case

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

Maybe

Reference to
goal
G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-13

by

218

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

47

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

EC

these documents should be included in a container that will also have a
specific structure and metadata for description. The metadata can focus
either on the type of the documents that are being exchanged and on the
process and service that these documents will be used.

by

Yes

eDocuments

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.4-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-1
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10

ed

R5.4-UC1-12
R5.4-UC2-12

G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.4-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-1
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

223

224

Ap

pr

ov

222

Container - Dossier of a case (step 14 of the main flow of the use case):
The dossier of the case initially contains all the information that the
Business Person has provided during his/her request. At a later stage the
dossier of the case gathers also information from the back office
validation (step 12). In step 14 this information is packed in an envelope
that contains the set of documents and the information that has been
collected. This envelope is transferred to the next steps of the use case to
the competent authorities.

R5.4-UC1-13
R5.4-UC2-13

Structured eDocument Specifications (steps 12 and 13 of the main flow
of the use case): See the eDocument part of requirement R5.4-UC2-11.

R5.4-UC1-14
R5.4-UC2-14

Processes (steps 2 and 9 of the main flow of the use case): The Business
person must get the description of the service and the process that he/she
has to follow in order to register the activity. This information may vary
depending on the type of activity that he/she will register and the exact
location that he/she will choose and the country of origin.

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

Yes

Reference to
goal
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

48

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

R5.4-UC1-16
R5.4-UC2-16

Process Orchestration (step 9 of the main flow of the use case): Provided
that some of the sub-processes and the sub-services that are involved are
offered electronically it will be very nice to be able to handle and invoke
these services in an electronic way.

R5.4-UC1-17
R5.4-UC2-17

Identification, Authentication (step 3 of the main flow of the use case):
The business person must be identified so that the relation with other
systems for validating information regarding the business person will be
easier. In some countries a prior action of registration of the business
Yes
person is required in other registries. This process is done step 3 of the
main flow of the use case. Moreover in step 17 the identification and
authentication of the business person may be required in order to receive
the response from the competent authority.

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
Identity, Security and G5.4-UC1-4
Trust
G5.4-UC1-11
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-8

228

R5.4-UC1-18
R5.4-UC2-18

Services and Tools (step 9 of the main flow of the use case):
Administrative tools should be offered in order to relate the sub-processes
and sub services that are offered electronically. This is especially
interesting where there is a combination with service from different
Member States.

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10

229

R5.4-UC1-19

Transformation (steps 2, 9, 12, 13 and 14 of the main flow of the use

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1

eDocuments

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

by

Maybe

G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.4-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-4

Maybe

227

Ap

pr

ov

226

ed

225

EC

R5.4-UC1-15
R5.4-UC2-15

Data Exchange (steps 12, 13 and 14 of the main flow of the use case):
Two types of documents should be supported: The first type is structured
electronic documents that have a payload that can derive from a set of
data that constitute that document content. The second type consists of
scanned documents that contain the information that is required in an
image.
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Maybe

49

Requirement
ID
R5.4-UC2-19

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

case): This will be required either for transforming information that has a
special structure at national level to the e-SENS proposed eDocument
model, or at least the transformation from SPOCS solution to e-SENS
solutions. This will facilitate the implementation of the pilots in the
Member States.

EC

Req.
No

R5.4-UC1-22
R5.4-UC2-22

Semantic Interoperability assets (steps 2, 9, 12, 13 and 14 of the main
flow of the use case): The proposed assets for Business, Organizations,
Location, and Persons should be complaint to the ISA core vocabularies.
Assets related to processes, documents must also be proposed.

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6
G5.4-UC2-7

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6
G5.4-UC2-7

ov

ed

by

R5.4-UC1-21
R5.4-UC2-21

Smart Data semantic assets and document type classification (steps 2, 9,
12, 13 and 14 of the main flow of the use case): eCERTIS10 can provide a
very good example for creating a smart data semantic asset that will allow
at a later stage the automatic mapping of documents and information in
the business domain across Member States.

Maybe

Maybe

Ap

231

R5.4-UC1-20
R5.4-UC2-20

pr

230

Specific semantic tools: (steps 2, 9, 12, 13 and 14 of the main flow of the
use case): This will be required for the automatic creation of metadata
and automatic creation of transformations according to the principles of
e-SENS solutions.

232

Yes

Reference to
goal
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6
G5.4-UC2-7

10

http://ec.europa.eu/markt/ecertis/login.do
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Requirement description

Area

R5.4-UC1-24
R5.4-UC2-24

Signature Creation Service (steps 11, 14, 11 and 16 of the main flow of
the use case): This service must be compliant with the specification of the
decision 2011/130/EU.

Reference to
goal

G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC1-6
Identity, Security and G5.4-UC1-12
Trust
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.5-UC1-15

EC

R5.4-UC1-23
R5.4-UC2-23

eSignatures (steps 11, 12, 14, 16 and 17 of the main flow of the use
case): In step 11 of the main flow of the use case the Business Person
must sign the application form for the activity registration. Moreover the
validation of the signature may be done in step 12 of the use case. In step
14 the system of the Business Registry portal, may need to sign the
envelope of the Dossier of that case so that the back office system will be
able to verify the integrity of the dossier of the case. In steps 16 and 17
the system or an employee may sign the receipt verifying that the
Business person has submitted the Dossier of the case. Finally an
employee from the competent authority may sign the official response to
the business person.

Proposed BB

235

R5.4-UC1-25
R5.4-UC2-25

Yes

G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC2-3
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-9
Trust
G5.4-UC2-12
G5.4-UC2-13

Yes

G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
Identity, Security and
G5.5-UC1-15
Trust
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-9
G5.4-UC2-12
G5.4-UC2-13

Ap

234

pr

ov

ed

233

Requirement
ID

by

Req.
No

Signature Verification Service (step 12 of the main flow of the use case):
This service must be compliant with the specification of the decision
2011/130/EU. Moreover documents that were singed following a
proprietary format must also be verified provided that there is a public
verification service.
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Requirement description

Area

R5.4-UC1-26
R5.4-UC2-26

Identification (steps 3 and 17 of the main flow of the use case): The
business person must be identified so that the relation with other systems
for validating information regarding the business person will be easier. In
some countries a prior action of registration for the business person is
required. This process is done step 4 of the main flow of the use case.
Moreover in step 17 the identification of the business person may be
required in order to receive the response from the competent authority.

R5.4-UC1-27
R5.4-UC2-27

Authentication (steps 3 and 17 of the main flow of the use case): The
business person must be authenticated so that he/she will be able to have
access to the account created in the website. This process is done in step 3
of the main flow of the use case. Moreover in step 17 the authentication
of the business person may be required in order to receive the response
from the competent authority.

Yes

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-2
Trust
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-8
G5.4-UC2-9

Yes

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-2
Trust
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-8
G5.4-UC2-9

Yes

G5.4-UC1-8
Identity, Security and G5.4-UC1-16
Trust
G5.4-UC2-9
G5.4-UC2-12

ed

ov

Ap

238

239

R5.4-UC1-28
R5.4-UC2-28

Authorization, mandate, Consent (steps 3 and 17 of the main flow of the
use case): When it comes to companies and legal persons that have more
than one physical person the business person must have the appropriate
authorization. The mandate from other legal or physical persons must be
verified.

R5.4-UC1-29
R5.4-UC2-29

Trust Establishment - Circle of Trust (steps 3, 4, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17, of
the main flow of the use case): The external services that are needed to
implement the business registration must be trusted. The identification,
services, the e-Delivery services, the National gateways, the back office

D5.1-1 e-SENS Requirements Framework- Appendix I

Reference to
goal

Yes

pr

237

Proposed BB

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-2
Trust
G5.4-UC2-3
G5.4-UC2-8
G5.4-UC2-9

by

236

Requirement
ID

EC

Req.
No

52

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

R5.4-UC1-30
R5.4-UC2-30

Attribute Services (steps 3 and 17 of the main flow of the use case): The
business person may need to provide proof for some attributes in order to Yes
be able to get access to the service of activity registration.

242

R5.4-UC1-31
R5.4-UC2-31

Attribute/Role Management (steps 3 and 17 of the main flow of the use
case): Further roles of the users may be needed for the activity
registration. Different roles may result with different access for the users.

R5.4-UC1-32
R5.4-UC2-32

Multiple languages support (steps 2, 9 and 16 of the main flow of the use
case): In steps 2 and 9 of the main flow of the use case the website will
provide tailored information to the business Person. This information
could be partially translated. Moreover the receipt in step 16 could also Yes
be translated. A typical application form and specific types of structured
documents could be automatically translated based on specific labels or
on statistical translation.

Ap

241

pr

ov

ed

240

by

EC

systems must belong to a circle of trust so that the transaction to be more
reliable.
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Maybe

G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-3
Trust
G5.4-UC2-7
G5.4-UC2-8
G5.4-UC2-10
G5.4-UC1-2
G5.4-UC1-3
G5.4-UC1-11
Identity, Security and
G5.4-UC2-3
Trust
G5.4-UC2-7
G5.4-UC2-8
G5.4-UC2-10

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-7
53

Req.
No

Requirement
ID

Requirement description

Area

243

R5.4-UC1-33
R5.4-UC2-33

History/Version of the content (steps 2 and 9 of the main flow of the use
case): The competent authorities usually update the information that they
provide according to the changes in the legal framework. The metadata
Yes
that support the information regarding a process or a structured
document or application form must indicate the version of the content in
order to be able to identify the official change in the content.

244

R5.4-UC1-34
R5.4-UC2-34

Validation of the metadata according to the predefined schema (step 12
of the main flow of the use case): The documents that are submitted
Yes
must be compliant to the specifications that have been defined. In step 12
of the main flow the validation process can be done.

245

R5.4-UC1-35
R5.4-UC2-35

246

R5.4-UC1-36
R5.4-UC2-36

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-6

Backwards compatibility: This is a general principle that should be taken
into account. A lot of countries already have in place infrastructure from
Yes
STORK or SPOCS in the business domain and backward compatibility must
be taken into account.

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-12
G5.5-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-6
G5.4-UC2-14

ISA core vocabularies (organizations, citizens, and business): The entities
for business, organizations, location and persons should be compliant to Yes
the principles of the ISA core vocabularies.

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC2-14

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-4
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-12

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-13
G5.4-UC2-14

247

R5.4-UC1-37
R5.4-UC2-37

Description of Services, Process, Documents, and Folders (steps 2 and 9
of the main flow of the use case).

248

R5.4-UC1-38

Handling of proprietary Documents Formats as payload (steps 12, 13 and Yes
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Yes
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R5.4-UC1-39
R5.4-UC2-39

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

14 of the main flow of the use case): Some member states have systems
already in place that produce specific type of documents. These types of
documents and the relative validation services should be supported.
Digital signature creation (XAdES, CAdES or PAdES) (steps 11, 14, 16 and
17 of the main flow of the use case): The requirement is to be compliant Yes
with the decisions 2009/767/EC, 2010/425/EU, and 2011/130/EC.

R5.4-UC1-40
R5.4-UC2-40

Digital signature validation (XAdES, CAdES or PAdES) (step 12 of the main
flow of the use case): The requirement is to be compliant with the Yes
decisions 2009/767/EC, 2010/425/EU, and 2011/130/EC.

251

R5.4-UC1-41
R5.4-UC2-41

Data Privacy -> Document encryption/decryption (steps 12 and 17 of the
main flow of the use case): Depending on the supporting documents and
Yes
the response that the competent authority will provide to the business
Person, some of the documents may be required to be encrypted.

252

R5.4-UC1-42
R5.4-UC2-42

Document signature timestamp (steps 11, 16 and 17 of the main flow of
the use case): The requirements are to be compliant with the decisions Yes
2009/767/EC, 2010/425/EU, and 2011/130/EC.

253

R5.4-UC1-43
R5.4-UC2-43

Documents with visual signatures (steps 11, 16 and 17 of the main flow
of the use case): The requirement is to be compliant with the decisions Maybe
2009/767/EC, 2010/425/EU, and 2011/130/EC.

eDocuments

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-12
G5.4-UC1-13
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.5-UC1-15
G5.4-UC2-6
G5.4-UC2-14

eDocuments

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-6

eDocuments

G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC2-11
G5.4-UC2-13

eDocuments

G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC2-4
G5.4-UC2-14

Ap

pr

ov

ed

250
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Reference to
goal
G5.4-UC1-14
G5.4-UC2-14
G5.4.UC1.5
G5.4-UC1-6
G5.4-UC2-14

by

249

Requirement
ID
R5.4-UC2-38

EC

Req.
No
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Req.
No

Requirement description

Area

R5.4-UC1-44
R5.4-UC2-44

Transaction login- Audit trail: All the evidence for a transaction should be
Yes
created and transferred to be locally stored for audit reasons.

R5.4-UC1-45
R5.4-UC2-45

Confidentiality and integrity (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow of
the use case): The information of the dossier of the case may include
sensitive personal data such as an extract of a penal record. Therefore all
the involved intermediate nodes, the client of the sender and the receiver
must ensure end to end security from unauthorized access. The decision
Yes
of the competent authority will be based on the information and the
documents that are being exchanged. From that point of view the eDelivery must not allow the transferred information and document to be
changed during the transaction. The integrity of the dossier of the case
and the responses of the competent authority must be ensured.

Proposed BB

ed

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-9
G5.4-UC2-13

Ap

pr

ov

255

Reference to
goal

G5.4-UC1-8
Identity, Security and G5.4-UC1-16
Trust
G5.4-UC2-9
G5.4-UC2-13

by

EC

254

Requirement
ID

256

R5.4-UC1-46
R5.4-UC2-46

Evidence for the exchange of documents and messages (steps 12, 15, 16
and 17 of the main flow of the use case): Important evidence that must
be transferred to the sender are: The message has been transferred to an
intermediate node, the message has been transferred to the end node,
the recipient has been notified for the message, the recipient has
Yes
downloaded the message.
This information of the evidence must also contain the exact time and
date that these events happened. Moreover the sender must be able to
choose under which conditions the recipient will have access to the
message (e.g. only after being authenticated).
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Area

R5.4-UC1-47
R5.4-UC2-47

Signing on behalf of the sender (steps 12, 15, 16 and 17 of the main flow
of the use case): The sender must have a function that allows him/her to
sign the envelope that contains the message, the documents and the Yes
information that will be exchanged. The sender can be either the business
person or an employee from the competent authority.

R5.4-UC1-48
R5.4-UC2-48

Personalized information (steps 2 and 9 of the main flow of the use
case): The business person should receive personalized information
Yes
according to the country of origin, the type of the activity and the location
that he/she will register the company.

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

e-Delivery

G5.4-UC1-8
G5.4-UC1-16
G5.4-UC2-5
G5.4-UC2-6

Semantics

G5.4-UC1-1
G5.4-UC1-9
G5.4-UC1-10
G5.4-UC2-5

Ap

pr

ov

ed
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Requirement description

EC

257

Requirement
ID

by

Req.
No
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